
Our exclusive rail experience, 
tailored to you.
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From corporate clients, politicians 
to foreign leaders starting their 
meetings onboard or sports 
clubs of all varieties travelling to 
their matches, a special birthday 
celebration or a group of friends 
weekend away we welcome 
any groups looking to travel in 
Platinum exclusive style to their 
destination. 

Everyone who travels LNER 
Platinum knows they can depend 
on our high level of service and 
attention to detail, ensuring a truly 
memorable journey. 

Our exclusive rail 
experience tailored 
for you 
Experience Platinum







• access to our LNER First Class 
lounges

• your own private First Class 
coach on one of our trains 
exclusively for you and your 
group to enjoy

• our LNER Platinum hosts to 
look after you throughout your 
journey

• our LNER Hero Chef First Class 
hot and cold breakfast and 
our Rest of the Day menu with 
bespoke options available.

Optional extras

• personalise the experience by 
adding your company branding 
to your coach

• experiences onboard; perhaps 
a whisky tasting as you head 
to Scotland or a local guide to 
give you the insiders knowledge 
before you arrive at your 
destination.

What’s included  
in your Platinum 
journey? 
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Where do you 
want to go? 

As the proud stewards of the 
historic east coast route, LNER is 
honoured to connect some of the 
UK’s biggest, brightest and most 
desirable destinations.

LNER Platinum offers your group 
access to our entire network,  
from London through to Inverness 
including the ancient medieval 

cities of York and Durham, the 
grand metropolises of Edinburgh, 
Leeds and the vibrant streets of 
Newcastle and Glasgow.

Discover some of the UK’s most 
desirable destinations
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Private hire in  
Azuma Standard 

We can also offer you private hire 
of our Azuma Standard coaches 
with seating capacity from 38 
meaning your group can travel in 
the privacy of their own space.

Our Azuma Standard includes:

• an extra 7cm of leg room at 
your seat

• more over-head and under-seat 
luggage space

• ergonomic seating for your 
most comfortable journey with 
us yet

• the option of Standard catering 
packages for your journey*

• the option to have a host 
looking after your group* 

 

 * additional cost

On a budget?  
Don’t want all the bells and whistles?
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LNER Platinum 
on Azuma 

Pair LNER Platinum with our new 
fleet of Azuma trains and you’ll get 
the very best that contemporary 
British railways have to offer.

Our Azuma train is fast, quiet, 
efficient and it’s expansive,  
light-filled First Class section has 
more room than ever before with 
generous tables and ergonomically 
designed wide reclining seats. 

LNER Azuma is equipped with our 
fastest onboard Wi-Fi, with power 
sockets for every eventuality. 

The Platinum experience can 
also be applied to our sleek new 
Azuma Standard coaches, with 
greatly improved comfort and 
facilities.

The ultimate private rail experience 
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Ready to book? 

LNER.co.uk/Platinum

The first step is to contact us for a 
quote at Platinum@LNER.co.uk. 

We look forward to welcoming you 
onboard for your personal  
LNER Platinum journey. 


